excessweather

CATASTROPHE
Hurricane or Earthquake
Can your company be affected by a catastrophe? Does a disaster have a detrimental effect on your turnover,
revenues and balance sheet? Excessweather is a new insurance concept that can protect your business from
the financial effects of hurricane and earthquake. Our policies address these issues and reduce the financial
volatility that these disasters create. We can provide cover for losses that may fall outside your standard policy
or at specific times of year

Why our policies are different
Most insurance and reinsurance policies that protect against the financial impact of catastrophe on your
business require extensive and costly work to prove your claim.
At Excessweather, our approach is different. We believe that you know your business best. To create your policy
we simply need evidence that your business can be affected by catastrophe. Then it’s up to you to decide how
costly the scale of the hurricane or earthquake needs to be, and how much money you would need to recoup
your losses.
Our policy payout is based on fact so there is no lengthy loss adjustment required. Once the measurements
taken at the local weather or seismic station exceed the ‘Threshold’ then the policy pays.
Excessweather policies allow you to plan with confidence, transferring the financial risks of hurricane or cyclone
to the insurer or reinsurer. These policies and their benefits, in reducing volatility, can be disclosed to investors.

How the policies work
We appreciate that this can seem a little daunting, but Excessweather is here to help you get the best trade of
cover and price, and is happy to work with you and find the best solution for your business.
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Glossary

W ord
Period

Definition
The inclusive dates of the policy period from inception to expiry.

Location –
Circle or Box

The latitude and longitude of any risk or the specific territorial limits of a portfolio
of risks.
The ‘Circle’ is the critical area defined by the radius around a centre point of
latitude and longitude.
The ‘Box’ is a rectangle defined by latitude and longitude.

Strike

For Hurricane the storm has to be in the critical area for a minimum of 6 hours

Threshold

The measurement of hurricane speed or earthquake magnitude above which the
policy starts to pay. X on the Richter Scale for ‘quake or Category of hurricane.

M axim um Payout

The maximum payout for a policy, also known as the limit.

M eteorological/
Seism ic Station

The local measuring station from where all measurements that apply to the policy
are taken.

There are two ways that Excessweather can provide the coverage that may suit your needs.
Both policies require the same basic information to enable us to provide the specific coverage that will suit your
company. In all cases the policy conditions have to be agreed and premium paid 20 days prior to inception and
all valid claims are paid 14 days after expiry.
All measurements are taken at the local meteorological or hydrological station. The station or stations,
depending on the risk or risks to be covered, will be stipulated in the policy.
The cover can be bought for any number of days to suit the policyholders’ requirements and, where appropriate,
multi-year policies are also available.
The first cover is for CAT–in-a–Box and the box is stipulated in the policy using latitude and longitude as the
defining measurements. For earthquake the epicentre of the event has to be in the ‘Box’ and for hurricane the
storm has to be in the ‘Box’ for six hours or more (this ‘Strike’ is due to the measurements of hurricane speed
that are only taken every six hours). The ‘Threshold’ is the measurement of the event above which the policy
pays. This is clearly illustrated in the example on page 4.
The second cover is for CAT-in-a-Circle where the radius of the circle is taken from a specific latitude and
longitude point. The same event conditions apply as in the ‘Box’ with the ‘Threshold’ being the deductible
measured against the magnitude of the event. An example of this can be found on page 5.
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Excessweather requires four key pieces of information to create a policy, which are then personalised to fit the
needs of your company:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Location of risk, points of latitude and longitude.
Minimum of five years’ loss history with specific losses from earthquake or hurricane
Limits
Policy period

We are available to review your information to assist in the setting of the territorial scope and ‘trigger’ point and
provide a range of quotes based on these factors.
Excessweather is a specialised insurance and reinsurance business- a Managing General Agency - our covers
are placed with major insurers and reinsurers. We are a Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) regulated company
and your premiums are held in a separate account protecting your money.

If you have any more questions or want any more details about this or any of our other
products please contact us at: contactus@excessweather.com

Excessweather is a trading name of the Independent Broking Solutions Limited company registration number 00616849. Registered Office
Address – 9 St. Clare Street, London, EC3N 1LQ.
Independent Broking Solutions Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, registration number 312026. Broker at
Lloyd’s number 1179.
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3.7
Oklahoma Earthquake
A Company has purchased an
earthquake policy in a ‘Box’ with a trigger
point of 5 on the Richter Scale.

5.4

The RED earthquake at 7.2 and the
YELLOW earthquake do not allow a
recovery. The epicentre of the RED
earthquake is outside the ‘Box’ and the
YELLOW earthquake is below 5.

7.2

The ORANGE earthquake meets all the
criteria outlined in the policy and would
be the only event that would cause the
policy to payout.
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Florida Hurricanes
The top image shows the City of Miami with the
‘Circle’ encompassing the critical area shown in
blue. The policy is triggered by a hurricane over
Category 3. The policy also states that the
hurricane must be in the circle for longer than 6
hours.
The bottom image shows the track of three
hurricanes, all of which were over Cat. 3, strong
enough to trigger the policy. Hurricane A
(Marked in Pink) did not enter the circle.
Hurricane B (Marked in Yellow) only entered the
circle for 3 hours. Neither of theses events
would have triggered the policy.
Hurricane C (Marked in Red) entered the circle
for 13 hours and triggered the policy allowing a
recovery.
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